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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Faculty Minutes
1969-70

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
May 12, 1970

(Summarized Minutes)
The May 12, 1970, meeting of the University Faculty was called to
order by President Heady at 3: 11 p.m. in the Anthropology Lecture
Hall, with a quorum present.
Several procedural matters were decided: Upon motion of Professor
Cottrell, (1) the "written press" was admitted, excluding tapes or
c~eras~ (2) three members of the student medical units which prov7a7a first aid on Friday were admitted: (3) a sound equipment technician was admitted: and (4) it was agreed that no person would
speak more than twice on any one issue nor more than five minutes at
any ~ne time. Professor Cottrell, again on behalf of the Policy
C~~1ttee, recommended that the total debate on any one subject be
limited to 45 minutes. An amendment to limit debate to 30 minutes
on all but the first item -- set at the head of the agenda at
Saturday's meeting -- being defeated, Mr. Cottrell 's motion was
approved by the Faculty.
~e Faculty approved a motion by Professor Cottrell that the first
item ~n the agenda be prefaced by a report from the Policy Committee
relative to interpretations on the "act of amnesty" which was api~~ve~ at the May 11 meeting. As part of this report, the Committee
. ~ issue with those faculty members who have told students exer~sing a~y of the options that they may not continue to.attend class.
f e Committee also: urged flexibility in the determination of grades
or students deciding not to continue: set May 20 rather than May 15
a\ the deadline for students to notify instructors as to the option
~D\ ected;
stated that for an instructor to give a complete slate of
$ 11 Q
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t
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F
s" or to lower by one letter the grade of every student
0
dp ~ng not to continue was inconsistent with the spirit of yesters motion; and urged colleges and departments to use flexibility
n the use of procedures about credit - no credit grades.

/Y

Mr. MacG
·
Dr
T regor also reported on a meeting with the Policy committee,
in·t ravelstead, and others at which it was recommended that an
9/ ructor keep a written record of the grade which he has agreed to
to a discontinuing student and that he let the student have a
1r1if~~d slip with this information on it; also that the procedure for
that rawal from a course be the same as usual with the exception
the $5 drop-and-add fee not be charged.

s/e

~~i~ssor Logan proposed the following motion:
:·Any student who
that ~refer to remain in scheduled classes be given the guarantee
hav his final grade would not be lower than that which he would
\lh/aobtained by option b(i) of our previous resolution. Any student
~i ropped a class who wishes to reverse his decision as a result of
dis~u~e~olution should be permitted to do so. " After considerable
sion, the Faculty approved this motion by a vote of 95 to 83.

Professor Darling re-introduced his motion, made at the May 9 meeting
and postponed for consideration until today: "It is the sense of the
Faculty of the University of New Mexico that we censure the President
of the United States for the continuation and extension of the Indochina war and similarly condemn the President of the United States
and other elected officials who have led our country into what we believe to be an illegal, immoral, and unjust war that is not only
raising havoc in Southeast Asia but also in every state in the nation!
On a point of order, Professor Koschmann requested the Chair "to declare as out of order official faculty action on the proposed resolution concerning recent actions of the President of the United States
related to Cambodia and the conflict in Vietnam." He noted that nowhere in the list of Faculty responsibilities, as stated in the
Faculty Constitution, is included the right of the Faculty to formulate official faculty positions regarding national policies that do
not directly affect faculty and students as members of this institution. Professor Koschmann recalled, as a precedent, the fact that
approximately two years ago President Popejoy, in consultation with
the Policy Committee, had ruled that matters related to the drafting
of students could be considered but that matters related to draft
policy in general were not in order. He submitted that the Faculty
Constitution implies that official action of the Faculty is binding
on faculty and students: that if the resolution was intended merely
as a statement of opinion, then this should be made clear and the
results should be presented II in an appropriate fashion -- so many in
favor, so many against, so many not voting. 11 He maintained that if
the resolution was intended to state an official faculty opinion,
then "it is an infringement on my academic freedom, if it means that
I m~st accept that opinion as my own. At the very least it is a fonn
of intimidation for those who would advocate contrary opinions, as it
says that the Faculty has already judged that opinion to be wrong·"
President Heady agreed with Professor Koscbmann that a resolution
on a subject like this is basically a statement of faculty opinion
~nd is not intended to be -- in fact, I would rule it out of order
lf I thought it were -- a resolution that is intended to bind faculty
~embers from expressing an opposite point of view from the.one stated
the resolution that the Faculty might adopt." The Presidex:it.
herefore ruled "that a resolution on this subject must have in it
wording that indicates that it is in the nature of an opinion or
:tatement of opinion by the Faculty, and I think the wording, 'It is
t~~ sense of the Faculty,' which is at the beginning of this resolun meets that requirement.
"The other part of my ruling," the President continued, "is that
1
agree with Professor Koschmann that a vote on this motion should be
one Which is more than simply a statement that the Faculty has or has
~ot adopted such a resolution. so if this resolution is passed -- is
0 ~ted upon by the Faculty -- I will call for a vote of those in favor
w· the resolution, those opposed to the resolution, and those who
lsh to be reported as abstaining from voting on this resolution. "
11

t

11

:rof~ssor Cottrell said that the Policy Committee supported the
resident's ruling. Professor Darling said that he also agreed with
-2-

the President's ruling but that he would not like to have such a vote
limited to those who were in attendance at the meeting. It was then
generally agreed that it would be appropriate to call for a referendum vote on the resolution and the President so ruled.
The following substitute motion (for that of Professor Darling) was
then introduced by Professor Hoyt: It is the sense of the Faculty of
the University of New Mexico that we are opposed to President Nixon's
continuation and extension of the Indochina war. We believe that war
to be illegal, immoral, and unjust. It is creating havoc, not only
in the Far East, but in every state of this nation. Ending the war is
the most urgent business before the young people of this country and
before the universities which are concerned with their future. We
pledge ourselves to search with students for practical, constructive,
and non-violent action calculated to bring a reversal of the present
disastrous war policy.
"President Heady is requested to send copies of this resolution
as an official expression of Faculty opinion to President Nixon, to
Governor Cargo, to New Mexico's congressional delegation, and to the
presidents of all the accredited universities and colleges in the
United States."
11

After discussion, pro and con, concerning the constitutionality and
t~e appropriateness of having an official expression from the Un~vers1t¥ Faculty on this issue, the following amendment to the substi~ute
motion was introduced by Professor Hoffman: "The final vote on this
resolution was taken by mail ballot. This mail ballot showed X members of the Faculty for, X members of the Faculty against, and X members of the Faculty undecided.
with the last word being changed to
"abstained, the amendment was accepted by Professor Hoyt and Professor Dubois, the seconder, as part of the substitute motion.
11

11

The F~culty approved a motion by Professor Merkx that Prof 7ssor Hoyt's
substitute motion as amended be divided into two parts -- i.e., the
par~ involving the sense of the Faculty (Professor Hoyt's substitute
motion) and the part specifying the referendum (Professor Hoffman's
arne~dment). The President having ruled that if Profe~sor Merkx's
motion passed, the second part should be considered first, the Faculty accordingly approved the second part which called for a referendum vote on Professor Hoyt's substitute motion.
Vice President Smith, expressing his approval of a re~erendum ~ote
!b¥ all the Voting Faculty) on Professor Hoy~'s substit~te motion,
aia that he did not favor a vote on the motion today (i.e., on part
one of the dividedlnotion) since only a relative minority of the
F~culty was present and th~ results of the two votes might well be
different. He accordingly moved to table the present consideration of
;rofessor Hoyt's motion. The motion to table was approved by the
aculty. For clarification President Heady then asked the Faculty
to vote on whether they wished the wording of the Darling motion or
the Hoyt substitute motion to be incorporated in the referendum, and
the Faculty voted for the Hoyt wording.
A ~Otion to extend the two-hour limit being defeated, the meeting
adJourned at 5: 07 p.m.
John N. Durrie, Secretary
-3-

THE UN IVERS ITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
MAY

/2, 1970

The May 12, 1970, meeting of the University Faculty
was called to order by President Heady at 3: 11 p . m., wi th
a quorum present, at the Anthropology Building.
PRESIDENT HEADY
I will recognize Professor Cottrell
for the purpose of making some procedural motions.
PROFESSOR COTTRELL
Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the
Policy Committee I would like to recommend the admiss io n of
the written press that we had at the last several meetings.
This will exclude tapes or cameras from the room wh ere the
meeting is being held.
I would move this on behalf of the
Policy Committee.
(There were several seconds . )
HEADY
Ready to vote?
The motion is carried .

Those in favor "aye"; opposed,

COTTRELL
Mr. President, I have been asked to move
the admission of three students from the medical school on
the s t ud ent medical unit. Mr . Mike Davney, Tom Atmore, and
~~~ DuPois. They perhaps later in the meeting will address
faculty on an item that is here .
It is not currently
on the agenda, but if we might h ave time to get it on, I
move those three be admitted .
(There were several seconds . )
HEADY
The

Mr. Garcia?

PRO~ESSOR GARCIA

They are not medic~l stud~nts.

,

Y are with the medical -- the student medical u n i t s - ~
operated on Friday evening when the National Guard came in.
HEADY
All right. With that clarification are you
teaay to vote? Those in favor please say "aye"; opposed,
"no".
The motion is carried .

Procedural
Matters

5-12-70
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COTTRELL
Mr. President, on behalf of the Policy
Committee, I would like to make some motions with respect
to procedure. Again, this is just for today's meeting .
We would like to recommend that on any given item
that no one person speak more than twice nor more than five
minutes at one time.
In addition to that, because of the
length of the agenda and new items that have been brought
in, we would like to move that total debate on any subject,
any one subject, be limited to forty-five minutes . On
behalf of the Policy Committee I move this.
(There were several seconds.)
HEADY

Discussion?

FACULTY MEMBER
Is that total debate? I move
that we amend it to limit it to thirty minutes .
HEADY
We have an amendment that total debate be
limited to thirty minutes instead of forty-five.
Is
there debate on the amendment?
(There were several seconds:)
FACULTY MEMBER
HEADY

Question .

Is the amendment seconded?

FACULTY MEMBER

Second.

PROFESSOR MILLER
Question: Does this mean at the
end of thirty minutes the question would be asked? If not
decided then -COTTRELL

Yes, that's what it would be.

HEADY
That's what it means, that the limit a speaker has on the last two meetings.
PROFESSOR TAILBY
I would like to amend, if this
means there are six speakers speakinq for or against any,
the total of six persons speaking.
HEADY

If we adopt this I would make some effort

I don't know how formally it would be -- to alternate

speakers the best I can do in recognizing people .
Boyt.

Mr .

5-12-70
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PROFESSOR HOYT
I don't think we should limit debate
on this first item to thirt minu t es .
It's the most important question before the Faculty.
It's the most important question before this University.
I think we should
have full debate on it, and if we want to limit it on other
items, I think that's . all right .
HEADY
We will take the vote now . If you are
through discussing it, the amendment which would set a
thirty-minute limit.
PROFESSOR DARLING
Is the agenda that I have -- I
don't know whether this is so, but does it include the -exclude the first item on the agenda?
MILLER
first item .

I will accept forty-five minutes on the

THE SECONDER
DARLING

That's all right .

Yes, I will accept that.

HEADY
All right . Now the amendment is to have a
limit of forty-five minutes for the first item, which is the
carryover item from Saturday , and thirty minutes on other
items on today ' s agenda. Those in favor of this amendment
Please say "aye " ; opposed " no " . The amendment is lost .
Now the motion that is before us is the one made by
Professor Cottrell .
HOYT
before us?

Mr . President, excuse me ; what is the motion

COTTRELL
The motion before us is that debate on any
item have a total time limited to forty - five minutes .
HEADY
Plus the other p ocedural restrictions t a t
· e h ave had at the other meetinqs.
HOYT
I would like to be recognized on the main mot· on before us , b ut not on t_is
h · one.
COTTRELL
HEADY
HOYT

This is the main motion before us .
Three items .

I mean on the first item on the agenda .

5-12- 70
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HEADY
All right. Are you ready to vote? Those in
favor please say "aye"; opposed, "no".
I think I better get
a show of hands or another voice vote.
I have trouble
again in distinguishing between the number of voices and
the volume of voices.
Those in favor of the motion please
rais e your hands.
Those opposed to the motion please
rais e your hands.
The motion is car: ried.
Now I think before we proceed I will ask if anyone
iliinks there's a need at this point for the Secretary again
to · call attention to those who are authorized to be here
and not authorized to be here.
I think if there is no
ques tion, if there is no question in anyone's mind about
authorized people being here at this point we might dis p ense
with that.
COTTRELL
I wrote the name down here of another
pers on and I have forgotten it, but I move for the admission of one additional person for the sound system. He
is here for the purpose of -- I have forgotten his name
now --

HEADY
Are you all agreeable to letting a technician
All right.
He's
of the sound, equipment remain with us?
accep ted by acclamation.
COTTRELL
This is not a motion of the Policy Committee, but it has struck me while we were discussing the
que stion of the lim~t of debate, if there are -- there are
a.c ouple of things we could call for, Mr. President, that
might help quite a bit today and since there are two mikes
set up, it might be well on any given issue if the proponents of an issue would come to one mike and the opponents
t~ the other; that way you could give equal time to both
sides, I believe.
HEADY
That's a very practical suggestion.
are th e author of that, I thank you for it.

If you

COTTRELL
r was not the author. He was the author.
e Was the author of another one asking me to discourage
appl ause because that takes a considerable amount of time.

H

addi t· COTTRELL
Mr. President, may I be recognized for one
ional request? since about three o'clock yesterday my
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phone has rung continuously.
I know that many administraInterpretation~
of Student Optive officials' phones have rung continuously.
There have
tions re
been students in my office, there have been faculty in my
Con
tinuing or
office, and since the Policy Committee was delegated a reWithdrawing
sponsibility of some interpretations of what we did yester- from Courses
day , we would like to ask for a change of the agenda today
to report some of our interpretations on the act of amnesty
that was · passed yesterday.
On behalf of the Policy Committee I move that change in the agenda.
(There were several seconds.)
HEADY
You want to make that the first item on t e
agenda? Moved and seconded this be made the first item on
the agenda.
Is there discussion?
Those in favor say ''aye";
opposed "no''.
The motion is carried.
COTTRELL
Basically this is in the form of a report
from the Committee.
You will recall the action taken yesterday. There
has been -- most of the controversy has been in respect
to item 3(B) (1).
Now the Policy Committee met at two
o'clock today.
We had with us Vice President Travelstead
and Mr. ~Gregor and representatives of student government.
<JA.,,

We looked at some of these and feel it would be helpful to all if these were clarified and perhaps if there are
quest ions after that, and we stayed within the limit of
time for the discussion for an item, we can answer a few of
t~ese. Now don't feel we have to go the full forty-five
min~tes. You will get questions answered earlier. The
~olicy Committee approved one interpretation and that the
items (B) (1) and (B) (2) and (B) (3), that is to receive
credit for any course at the semester grade at the current
performance as ascertained by the instructor to receive
~redit or no credit or to receive an incomplete, and there
~~ absolutely no reason within the spirit of what the Facult
id yesterday that a student would be required to no longer
attend that class·
that if he drops the course, taking the
" v" , the fourth option
,
that it is traditional that he does
~t attend classes generally
'
after that, but in the frame~rk within the spirit of what was done yesterdav, under the
first three options if the student wishes to continue his
education,
and that's the business we are in, we are not here
t0
.
primarily berate people, but we are here to present informat·ion and trying to educate them, and if they wish to
contin ue continuing
..
that class, the Policy Committee thinks

5-12-70
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they should be allowed to within that framework.
We have had reports from all over the campus this
morning that instructors said, "If you exercise any of these
options you may not continue," and we wish to strongly take
issue with that interpretation -- that particular interpretation.
Now there are problems in some courses where there
is no current means of determination of grade. This was
pointed out in the debate yesterday, and there was -there seemed to be a number of us -- there were a number
of us who felt that some of these details could be worked
out. I think the first consideration should be given to
what an instructor in a class can work out with a degree
of rapport and confidence in each other, to be trying to do
the best for that class that would leave h im in the light
of the situation we may have here. There may be some that
feel that the crisis is over, that we have reopened classes,
that school is going again.
I am not as convinced of this
as some of the others, particularly in light of the fact
today that the District Attorney decided to file trespass
charges against a hundred and twenty-two who were arrested
the other day;
and particularly in light of the fact that
one of the students who was bayoneted is in critical condition in the hospital. There are any number of thinqs that
could still blow things open.
Now one thing where you have some of the pending
crises that we have here, and what we have had in the past
week , is some forbearance on the part of all.
I have been
working with and talking to student leaders almost around
the clock as well as administrative leaders in the last four
or five days, and r feel that we have found a considerable
d~gree of willingness to show some forbearance in the questions now on the part of those, but I am also convinced
that there's been a considerable number of the faculty who
show no willingness to try to help the situation at all.
•ow these are minor in numbers and we are not going to
stand~ and damn you or dictate that you have to do that.
I
president elect of the A. A.U . P. and I stand on
·
·
fthe p r1nc1ples
that are there, that there are a 1 ot o f th ese
actors here to be determined, but please think if you ever
see a hurricane or heavy wind, what happens to the trees
that bend low in this hurricane and what happens to those
that refuse to bend and r think for the benefit of the
Un·lVersity
·
'
·
and for the
remaining two weeks, to keeo it
open
and to keep presenting instruction, which is our primary job,
that we should be willing to exercise some of the flexibility

5-12-70
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tha t was indicated yesterday in light of the spirit, in the
sp irit of what we passed yesterday.
I am hesitant to do this to the Chairman of
HEADY
the Policy Committee, but your five minutes has expired.
COTTRELL
Okay.
I wa£_ ready to yield anyway .
If
I have time to yield to Mr. rrGregor and Mr. Travelstead,
who need to speak on some of the details with res p ect to
thi s. If not, they can -Ii.,

HEADY ~ Who did you say?
stead? Mr. MRGregor.
/>11<..,

Mr. ~cGregor or Mr. Travel-

A

I don't want to cover
GREGOR
I am not
anything but I thought it might -- excuse me.
used to these modern things.

. ~~--:fi#~~r-~

I thought it might be helpful to clarify a little bit
some of the procedures involved here.
In the first place, items (B) (1), (B) (2), and (B) (3),
and t h ese points are clearly a matter between the student and
the instructor.
In other words, reporting isn't done to
the Registrar -- at the Registrar's office at this time .
For this reason many of the people on the Policy Committee
and in various colleges and departments had felt it would
be advisable that the instructor keep a written record of
what he has agreed to give the student and also that he
l et the student have a little slip with his signature
i ndicating this, too, because this grade will not be re orted, actually , until your regular grade reporting sheets are
re ceived at the end of the session.
Between the time you
t alk to the student and the time that the grade is actually
r eported and put down on paper, electronically read, there
could be a slipup as far as memory is concerned, which
would be due to some confusion.
One further agreement: The only option, item (B) (4),
~ctual withdrawal, this takes place at any time the stuent goes through the normal procedure for withdrawal from
a course, not from the University unless he is withdrawing
f rom all of them.
He goes to his college office and gets
~he dropping out slip and the instructor enters the grade
~n this case he is withdrawing under this arrangement wi th
a "W" i the only thing that we did agree upon today was that
t hat five dollar drop and add fee would not be charged in
th 18
.
case. That was agreed.

---

5-12-70
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I think unless Doctor Travelstead wants to make a
statement on the part of this -VICE PRESIDENT TRAVELSTEAD
microphone?
HEADY

Is this the pro or con

We are not operating that way yet.

TRAVELSTEAD
I think it's a little premature to go
in detail about this.
I didn't know we were going to try
to get to this.
I did meet with the Policy Committee in the last hour.
It is quite obvious that some of the details o f t is procedure, and some of the substantive parts are not yet set.
I think in the meantime I would like to make a p lea with
depa rtments and colleges and individual faculty members to
help to carry out the spirit of what we did yesterday,
particularly with reference to the grades or no grade, and
the grade and retiring from class. That's where we seem to
be having individual prerogatives exercised in the oppo ite
direc tion.
I would rather not make any statement about that, but
- - so I doubt that we ought to say anything further than,
if -- we hope each individual faculty member will understand
the basis upon which this was done yesterda and i
large
numbers of the students are affected, in ways it can upset
this . I am going to meet again with the Policy Committee
and we will have to work out some of these details.
PROFESSOR STUART
HEADY

Could I ask a question?

Professor Stuart wants to ask a question.

STUART
This is just for a point of information,
if You would, Mr. Travelstead. Would you think that it was
in the sense of what we agreed on yesterday that an instructor , if
· he had exam grades of several sorts, that say we
:re in "A", "B", or "C" range that he could choose to limit
he grade that he would get out to an "F"?
TRAVELSTEAD

Limit it to what?

.
STUART
In other words,
l~structors who apparently have
lll determine that any -- that
the course is no better than an

there have been certain
said to their students the
the present competence in
"F" •

- - - - - - -
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TRAVELSTEAD
Are you askin
of what we did yesterday?
STUART

Yes.

TRAVELSTEAD
STUART

me if that's in the spirit

It is not.

Thank you.

(Applause. )
COTTRELL
HEADY

May I have my second five minutes now?
That will be all on this topic, too.

COTTRELL There are several other points that the
Poli cy Committee wanted me to point out to you.
I think
I -- I thought I could do it in less time.
One is with respect to the date. Now the resolut·on
passed yesterday, Friday, May 12th, seemed a rather reasonable date for notification of the instructor
HEADY

It's the fifteenth, I think.

COTTRELL
May 15th, right . However, several cases
ave come to our attention today where the fifteenth is
nre asonable. Classes which meet once a week, large classes,
one faculty member told me this morning that he couldn't
poss ibly get all his grades averaged before perhaps late
Thursday. This is a freshman chemistry class . So the
s~udent would not have an opportunity . This is not a motion . We feel in discussing this with Vice President
:ravelstead that we were given considerable latitude in
inte rpretation for information and we would like to sugge~t that Wednesday , May 20th, be used as the date to which
;. 1 s could be done, if at all possible, do it by the
lfteenth . Now each of the instructors probably should,
hut in those cases where it works a hardship, where the
student would not have an adequate opportunity to th' k
about
his decision , then we should let this thing go over
th
e weekend and Wednesday of next week appears to be qu'te
reason able .
.
ow another thing , and I think this is along the line
Pointed out by Vice President Travelstead, in the s irit o
.nat was passed yesterday, the reduced grade at this time
~s not reasonable. A complete slate of "F ' s II or "D's II or
ower ing of the grades by one letter is totally inconsistent

5-12-70
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with what this faculty spoke on yesterday when they passed
this resolution.
Also there have been questions raised about the grade,
ilie credit and no credit.
Early this year the Faculty passed some changes, which
would permit the use of credit and no credit scoring.
It's
limited to the minor and one course per semester. Here,
again, we are not going to try to speak on this, but we would
say that the colleges do have some latitude and if you are
going to be rigid with respect to interpretation of some of
these, that this is exactly the antithesis of what we have
been trying to get before you for the last few days, and if
in a case where a student takes a credit and moves -- says
he can't take a credit in the major, the major department
ought to be willing at least to sit and talk about this and
see if a waiver could not be made. The rigid enforcement
of the rules that you may have on your department could undo
and work to the contrary of what we talked about yesterday
and on behalf of the Policy Committee I urge each of the
colleges and the chairmen and deans to give some consideration
on how to handle this .
Now with respect to getting the students to indicate
their option and how to report this and how to give the
student a receipt, if they take the twelve-week grade, the
School of Business Administrative Sciences worked up a form,
wh~ch I have here.
I think other faculties have been doing
t~is on an individual basis.
If you would like to have this
c~rculated, campuswide, tomorrow to see as a sampling model
0
what you could use, I am sure that Dean Rehder, Business
Ad., would be glad to get these circulated. This is kind
of a ballot type thing where the student takes his option,
the grade indicated and signed by the facultv member and
then I think Mr.
;regor reminded you you should make some
reference of that grade because it's going to be some two
Weeks or so before you submit those grades to the office.
So don't give the student a receipt for one grade and forget
What
·
t
you gave him.
This could cause a few hard feelings,
0 say the least.

f

I think I indicated most of the things that the
Policy
c ommittee wanted to report at this moment, b u t any
of
. the three of us up here would be willing -- would be
Wllling to answer any of the other questions that may come
Up,

5-12-70
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PROFESSOR CRENSHAW
Is i t within the spirit of the
deci sion that the faculty members determine the grade first
and then the student take it off? That's what I have.
COTTRELL
I think
I think the student should
have some indication of what their grade is before they
make the option intelligently.
I think the Policy Committee concurs in that.
I see a few heads shaking up here;
yes, I speak for the Policy Committee.
Well, if you have
any other questions tomorrow, you should relay them through
~ur deans or some of the vice presidents.
They are better
equipped for receiving them in t~e vice president's office
than I am and we will try to act upon them tomorrow afternoon , if possible.
HEADY

Yes, Mr. Huber, and then Mr. Logan.

PROFESSOR HUBER
I would like this question answered, if we can have an answer.
I have lots of parents
as well as students calling my office, which is responsible
for the records of some five thousand students, students who
picked up withdrawal slips and are in various steps of
completing them all before any of this happened, includin
the strike , now want to undo the whole thing and get a
refund, et cetera, et cetera, and start over .
Should they
~ able to? And do you wish to expurgate the records with
Previo us "W-F' s" which have been turned in in the name of
equity ?
COTTRELL
We have discussed this question. There
~re a number of perhaps -- perhaps there are a number of
~nequ ities in this, Mr. Huber, but this was passed by the
acu lty as of yesterday.
rt was passed as a temporary
~as ure for the balance of this semester.
I, personally,
did not feel it was necessary to waive the five-dollar fee
for the drop for the balance of the semester , but some
~~ti ons ~a~ already been taken this morning and deans had
en notified of this.
so r think we probably have to go
along with th is.
.
But as to back up and make this retroactive, there
Was nothing in the action of the Faculty yesterday that

wou1a ·
.
indicate that and I think it's humanly and even
ach ·
'
lnably impossible to make this retroactive and cover
everyth.
ing that's happened during the semester.

HEADY

Professor Logan.

PROFESSOR LOGAN

I wanted to rise to make a
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resolution about a pertinent point.
I won ' t use the five
minutes , anyway.
I am always very brief.
I have spent most of the day talking to students in
~ class and wandering around the University.
It's clear
~ me there's a very large group of students that was not
covered by our earlier resolution.
These are students who
want to attend class, but on the other hand know the facts
of life which is that their grade point average is very significant, so they see an "A" available and say, "Why should
I risk it?" Or they see a "D" that they can turn to a
credit and not risl<. a failure.
I think we gave to those
students who wanted to opt out of classes a lot of very good
options and I supported that very wholeheartedly. We did
not give to the people who wanted the "A" option equal
opportunity. So my resolution, which I would like to
present to you now, I wi 11 read it since it may not have
been passed around completely:
"Any student who would prefer to remain in scheduled
classes be given the guaranty that his final grade wou ld
not be lower than that which he would have obtained by
. t17l/
op t 1.Blj (B) (1) of our previous resolution. Any student
who dropped a class" and I assure you that a great many
have "who wishes to reverse his decision as a result of
this resolution should be permitted to do so. "
PROFRSSOR DUBOIS

Second.

.
HEADY
May I inquire -- I wasn't listenin~ at the
right time: Are you proposing this as a motion to be discussed and possibly adopted now by the Faculty, or are
You suggesting to the Policy Committee about carrying out
the essence of yesterday's resolution?
LOGAN
I think something has to be done in a hurry
because k1.' ds who really would prefer to h ave an op t.1.on in
.
making their "C" a "B", or their "B" an "A", or whatever,
are g o1.ng
·
· d
to be leaving campus.
I think we need some k in
of act.ion. Now whether you want it- - I made it as a motion.
.
HEADY
All right.
I will rule th~in order as a
motion
b
h t
h
' ut I wasn't clear as to what you inten d e d · Ta
as been seconded.
l

PROFESSOR THORSON
Point of order. Mr. Chairman,
would like to direct a question to Professor Logan.
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The second sentence of this, "any student who dropped
a class who wishes to reverse his decision," would this be
retroactive? I don't understand yet.
LOGAN
That was not my intention.
going on today.
THORSON

Okay.

It is what was

So it would be as of yesterda?

LOGAN
Who dropped a class as a result of our previous resolution.
HEADY
It's really who exercised option (B) (1), or
whatever that option is, from yesterday's resolution?
LOGAN
No.
opted, for example,
"Well, I will fight
can work for a "C" ,

No.
It would apply to people who h ve
credit or "W", who might wish to ay,
now.
I have got a "D" for sure, and I
but it's on the previous resolution.

HEADY
It's by the option made available to them by
yesterday's action that we are talking about . We can reword
that language, I think, safely if the motion is adopted.
I will rule the motion in order.
the motion?

Is there debate on

PROFESSOR HUFBAUER
Yesterday I spoke against this
resolution and I would like to say that in some respects my
views expressed at that time have been borne out.
I heard
last night from one of our distinguished vice presidents
that only fifty or a hundred students at the most would
drop, and perhaps one or two percent of the Universit
enrollment had moved to drop, and evidently those were
all concentrated between me and my colleagues in the economics
department.
I think that the kind of a resolution that we
are now facing is a direct result of the hasty and illconsidered decision yesterday, which was forced upon the
Faculty by , it seems to me, the outcr±es generated atmosphere in which the Policy Committee and the senior members
0
the academic establishment here did not give proper conS~deration, nor did they allow those of us who are now con_1nced today that - - to even mull over the situation, and
it was a situation, I think, that took so e mulling over and
consideration .
Now to the resolution at hand, this is what I told
Y students this morning: That in light of the resolution
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passed yesterday it would be unfair and it would be
inappropriate interpretation of that resolution to say
to the students who care to stay that they would be
guaranteed at least the grade that they presently have,
or anything of the sort, because that is acting as an
incentive, it seems to me, to bribe them by horrendous
advice to stay in the University in normally enrolled
class system; that they were not expecting any higher
grades on an average if they stayed and so forth and
so on.
I adhered to that interpretation.
I don't see
how you can say to the students who stay now that they
are at least guaranteed, because in the absence of that
some would presumably have lower, some would have higher,
and that was the intent of the resolution and that's the
way I interpreted it and, therefore, I oppos
the resolution now put before the Faculty.
HEADY

Professor Houghton.

PROFESSOR HOUGHTON
I was informed by -- I guess
we were all informed by Professor Cottrell, logistically
speaking, it would be impossible to go back and change
the "W-F' s" which were granted earlier in the semester.
Logistically speaking, this seems to be equally impossible
if this were to pass ; I feel strongly that we should consider anyone that wishes to have his "W-F" changed to a
"W" earlier should also be granted that privilege.
HOYT
I just wanted to say, I think this resolution of the Professor is unnecessary and ·t opens a Pandora 's Box.
I think it ' s unnecessary because Professor
Cottrell has already made it clear that the intent of
What we did yesterday is that a student who takes his
"A"
now may remain in class to the end of the semester
and presumably a conscientious instructor will help him in
every way he can.
(Applause.)
HEADY
Is there further discussion on the motion?
· Van Dresser.
STEVEN VAN DRESSER
What the intent of the resoluion would seem to do is allo a student to improve his
9r aae and have the opportunity to improve his grade without jeopardizing the opportunity of leaving now with what
he as and I don't see what fault there is with that.
(Applause.)
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HEADY

Professor Peter.

PROFESSOR PETER
I would support this motion and
I would like to know whether it is not passed I can still
do this myself?
COTTRELL
Professor Peter, the Policy Committee
feels that anything in the faculty can work out, and it's
agreeable with the students in his class and reasonably
fair with all those and a reasonable thing to do in the
spirit of what we passed yesterday, it's okay..
PETER
Then in a way it's unnecessary, but I am
still supporting it as a statement.
HEADY

Yes, you have another opportunity.

LOGAN
I have tried to convince the students that
they are making a very serious vote. Yesterday this
Faculty, I think, gave them an enormous responsibility
with the determination of their educational process. They
have put -- they are put in a very serious bind because of
our commitment to grades and I am sorry if you like to
think that you would be as moral as you would like to
think all students are and say, "I am going to risk that
"A" by taking the final examination," or whatever .
I
think that none of you would have, by and large, and most
of our students wouldn ' t.
What I am saying is if they option (B) we are going
to interpret that that they want out, and the way for them
~o show that they want in is to not penalize them by wanting option (A).
So the intention of this motion is to let
them say, "We want to go to school and have the same right
of guaranty of what they have done so far that we gave to
the students who want out.
(Applause.)
HEADY

Professor Davis .

PROFESSOR DAVIS
I don't think that option (B) (1)
necessarily means that when a student opts that he wants
out. I think this resolution continues to put the emphasis on the grades rather than on the education.
Now the teacher wants to do this for his students,
1 think that's proper, but the student who takes the risk
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of going down as well as going up is taking the real risk
that the grading situation offers; the student always does
have the other option of taking the grade he has now and
bringing into the course and staying there for an education
that he is offered.
I agree with Mr. Hu£bauer on this; I
think in its present -- in the present form of the resolution we have both educationally valid choice f r the student,
although I agree it's a difficult one because it reduces
to grades what they really are, than if we put this kind
of interpretation on the grades, because the grades are
not only attraction for students who want to do well;
they are at present also conditions for students who
can't do well, and I think if we remove that punishment we
are not confronting the grades in the educational sense as
we did yesterday.
HEADY

Yes, sir.
~

Would you come down here, please?
~

PROFESSOR T~LLY
~lly, business administration.
After yesterday, at the risk of being laughed at and ridiculed, I will still speak to the faculty and after yesterday, since I was one of the few who -- who voted against
the resolution that was made, I still speak for the faculty.
We had a faculty meeting at
tion, and I do not like, and again
resolution that we made.
I do not
out. I do not think it's good for
think it is good for the students.
good for the faculty.

the business administraI say I do not like the
think it was well thought
the students.
I do not
I do not think it's

Be that as it may , this is a democratic institution
and, therefore, I stand and support the resolution that was
made by the Faculty .
But, if the faculty has made that
resolution and the students who were there on that Sunday
and had this tremendous catharsis, which I doubt, but this
tremendous catharsis, students and faculty, then it seems
to me that if we are going to do this and we are going to
Vote on something like this rationally, as rational
people, which I doubt from yesterday's motet, then I say
that the responsibility of this motion stands for when all
of us voted on this motion .
The motion is to put the responsibility and the onus on the students and the faculty.
The students have been telling us for years now that they
~ave responsibility. The professor, they have been telling Professors that we, as professors, don't know anything,
~re not able to judge them, don't know what we are teaching: I wonder why they are coming to the University and
asking us to teach them? But, since this is the case, then
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we say to them, "Take this responsibility." We cannot -we cannot say to them, "Yes, you are responsible, " and
agree with them and turn around all the time and say, "We
will agree we have to help you here and h elp you here and
you can do anything you want to, and if you make this decision,
late r on you can turn around."
I don't know about you; I
have classes to teach and I don't like a student corning
every five minutes:
'' I want to change my grade, I want to
change my rn,ind." The assumption was when we passed this
that because of this great catharsis that those who were
interested, those who were interested were going to leave
and go on their free University way, or take whatever classes
they wanted to.
The others were going to stay.
Now we say to them, "If you don't stay, oh, please
stay . Here's the fish to help you stay because, after all,
it will look bad for us if you don't stay."
Gentlemen and ladies, what is this now? We say to
the students, "You are responsible," and then we turn
around and obviously assume that they are not responsible.
If they are responsible, and if they really want to learn,
they will stay here and learn.
If they are not responsible and don't want to stay here and learn, let them
leave , or at least let them drop and take no credit, whatever they want, and stand around and learn the way they
want to learn in a free university.
It seems to me the ultimate that I have to say is
we have the students -- the students have convinced us,
because I was here, too, they have convinced us they are
re~ponsible.
Let us show this.
I do not think that it is
a student's fault, but I think it's the faculty that has
shown its irresponsibility in voting the way we did and,
as.r say, at the risk of being laughed at, the risk of
being jeered , I say this an I support the motion.
I
suppo rt the motion and the vote that we had yesterday
because it was by a democratic vote of this group.
But I
~on 't want to change that, and if we do change it I think
it should be when the chambers are full of the six hundred
that are not here today.
(Applause. )
HEADY
been 1

Professor Howarth.

PROFESSOR HOWARTH
I think one thing that we have
earning today is that there is a significant number
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of students who are far more important than education and
I am also finding out the significant number of faculty
want a raise more than an education.
I think that whatever action we take on this resolution, or on a dozen other resolutions, that could be proposed or passed or defeated, and so students will opt for
diff erent options and all kinds of complicated decisions
going on. We leave this up to their best advantage.
I
woul d feel that if students didn't use this option to their
best advantage, especially if they had been here more than
a few months, we would be doing very much in the way of
education.
It would be extremely silly not to take advantage of whatever way they can of the options that are open
to them. We are stuck with this grading system, with this
complic ated system of rules and interpretations and so on.
I think that any action that we did on yesterday, any action
that we take today, is not going to resolve this in absolutely it's just a program where everybody can be treated absolute ly fair.
I would tend to support this resolution on
the grounds that it might encourage more people to learn
someth ing and might seem to be a good idea.
HEADY

Professor Rudisill.

PROFESSOR RUDISILL
Rudisill, Department of Art.
John , I didn't mean that as a criticism. That was an
accident.
I believe whatever position we choose to take on this
issue that we are at this moment proceeding in violation
of our own vote as to what was to start this meeting.
I,
there fore, move the immediate question.
(There were several seconds.)
HEADY
The question has been moved and seconded.
hose in favor of the motion on the previous question
Please say "aye"; opposed "no". The motion is carried.
We will now vote on the motion proposed by Professor
Logan . You are all clear about it. Those in favor please
say "aye"; opposed "no". The motion is lost.
Unless someone wants to call for a division.
FACULTY MEMBER
HEADY

I so move.

The division has been called for.

Those in
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favor of the motion please raise your hands. Now those who
want to vote no on the motion. The motion is carried and
the vote is approximately ninety-five to eighty-three. The
motion carried.
Now, as resolved by the faculty meeting on Saturday,
at which time a resolution made by Professor Darling was
tabled to be carried over as the first item at today's meeting , we have substituted one or two others for that, but
it is now before us.
I think I will ask Professor Darling, or the Secretary, one or the other, to read the text of the resolution.
The secretary has it.
SECRETARY DURRIE
It is the sense of the Faculty
of the University of New Mexico that we censure the President of the United States for the continuation and extension of the Indochina war and, similarly, condemn the President off the United ~:t;~es and other elected officials who
have le our country~ what we believe to be an illegal,
immoral, and unjust war that is not only raLsing havoc in
outheast Asia but a l s o ~ in ~~ate.-,
th
nation.
I--

HEADY
The resolution was seconded on Saturday.
I will now recognize Professor Koschmann, who has asked
to make a point of order.
PROFESSOR KOSCHMANN
If I seem a bit shook uo at
the present time, I notice that Anderson and r voted the
same way on the last issue and from now on I am not quite
sure.
Many of you received a copy of this and I would like
to briefly run down the points of this.
I(

~t says,Under the Faculty Constitution, Section Two,
~esponsibilities, it states:
Q

"The University Faculty shall have the right of reView and final action in regard to the following:"
Now I would be happy to read the list from the
FacultY Handbook, if
. you so desire
.
. Okay, 11 numb er one,
formulation of institutional aims; two, creation of new
co:leges, schools, departments, and divisions; three,
ma~or curricular changes and other matters which in the
opinion of the president of the University or his delegate

Motion to Censure President
of U.S. for
Extension of
Indochina war
and Appeal to
Declare It out
of Order
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F/

affect the institution as a whole; Arequirements for admis sion a n d ~ gradua~n and for honors and scholastic
per f ormance in general;Aa'pproval of candidates for degrees;~ egulations affecting student life and activities;
pol icies of appo~ment, dismissal, and promotion in academic rank; and'.e\teneral faculty welfare."
A

(/-(!I /

.

I would maintain that nowhere in this list does it
state that the Faculty has the official duty to formulate
pol icy, official Faculty policy regarding the national polic ies that do not directly affect faculty and students as
members of this institution.
I would like to call your
attention to the fact that about two years ago there were
a number of resolutions that were submitted with r es pec t
to t he draft. At this time I raised a similar point of
order and the president, in consultation with the Policy
Committee, ruled that matters related to the drafting of
students could be considered; that matters relating to
draft policy in general were not in order.
.
Now in addition I submit t~;suc a resolut i on,
o~ its ~~ t , ~11 raise considerable confusion in t? e
mind s or tne 1baaemic community as well as those out side
as to just what it means when we pass such a resolution.
We might note that the Faculty Constitution, with respect
to the items listed implies that official action of the
Faculty is binding ~n the faculty and students.
If this
res olution is intended to be merely a statement of opinion of the faculty members, such as a Gallup poll, then
I s ubmit that that is the way it should be treated and
that a poll of the faculty should be taken to state that
so many are in favor of, so many are against, and so many
are not voting.
If this resolution is intended to be a statement of
off icial Faculty opinion, I submit that it is an infringe~nt on my academic freedom?'if it means that I must sub~it to that opinion as my own.
In addition, I submit that
i t is a form of intimidation for those who would advocate
: 0 ntrary opinions, as it says that the Faculty has already
Judged that opinion to be wrong.
Now this University is dedicated to open and free
_ebate on important, and we will also submit, unimportant
ls su es, and I would agree completely that U: S .. po 1 icb
·
·
.So
in
theast Asia is a most important and burning issue n
thi s campus and across the country. Calling an official
Faculty vote on an issue is an action designed to end debate ,
ot a measure to encourage additional consideration and
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discussion of the matter.
I believe that it is vital that
strong encouragement be given to continuel ~ most free
and open discussion of the issues, not only among the
faculty but also with the students.
I don't think that discussion will be most open and
f ree if the Faculty has already voted and told the students
and the community how they feel on that issue.
For these reasons, I request that the chair rule that
official Faculty action or an official vote of t h e University Faculty ~n the proposed resolution is out of order.
(Applause. )
HEADY
Professor Koschmann had indicated to me before the meeting that he planned to raise this a nd I had
tried to think about what a proper ruling would be.
I have
also looked back at what precedent there is on t h is from
the past and I will make a ruling now. This, of course,
is subject to appeal to the body if you wish.

Ruling by
President as tc
Suitability of
Darling Motion
as Topic for
Faculty Action

It seems to me that the applicability of the statements in the Faculty Handbook to a topic like th i s is
rather doubtful, either one way or the other as to whether
the topic of an issue of national importance comes within
the regular listing of the duties assig ned to the Faculty .
But, I do think that Professor Koschmann has made two
very valid points: First, that a resolution on a subject
like this is basically a statement o f ~ faculty opinion
and it is not intended to, in fact, I would rule it out
of order if I thought it were, a resolution that is intended.to bind~ faculty members from expressing an opposite
point of view from the one stated in the resolution that
the Faculty might adopt. So I will rule as follows:
That a resolution on this subject must have in it
Wording that indicates that it is in the nature of an opini o n , ~ or statement of opinion by the faculty, and
~ think the wording "It is the sense of the Faculty " which
is at the beg~nning of this resolution meets that requirement.
The other part of my ruling is that I agree with Professor Koschmann that a vote on this motion should be one
Which is more than simply a statement that the Faculty h a s
0 ~ has not adopted such a resolution.
So if this resolution is passed -- is acted upon by the Faculty, i f it is
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acted upon by the Faculty I will call for a vote of those
in favor of the resolution, those opposed to the resolution, and those who wish to be reported as abstaining from
voting on this resolution.
That's my ruling on Professor
Koschrnann's point of order, and unless it is challenged,
we will proceed on that basis.
DARLING
Mr. President, as the maker of the motion,
I think I would concur with most of what you have just said.
My intent here is to ask every faculty member at the University of New Mexico to make his opinion known with respect
to the war on Cambodia and the outcome and the decision
that we continue that, and also the decision to extend it.
I think that I would agree with a vote which parcels out
the vote in those for, those against, and those abstaining would be~ valid way of doing that.
On the other hand, I would not like it to be limited to those who found their way to this hall this afternoon.
I would like it to be as near as possible a hundred percent
representation of those who call in that I am against the
war in Vietnam and Cambodia, I am for it, and I don't give
a damn.

wayf

HEADY

DARLING

Well, the third option I would not place that ·

Excuse me.

HEADY
Well, do you want to go ahead, then, with
a debate and vote at this meeting of the Faculty? This is
the point at which we are now and unless the rules of the
Faculty are modified -DARLING
mittee.

I yield to the Chairman of the Policy Com-

COTTRELL
I think it's the concerted opinion of the
Policy Committee though we did not discuss it, we have had
co '
'
Pies of it and have had some conversation here; Professor
Koschmann's statement is particularly that paragraph with
the effect that this should only be a statement of opinion.
However this is recorded it should embody those things that
You just mentioned that) this would be a majority opinion
~~ the Policy Committee. we experienced this some two or
ree Years ago and I was on the Committee at that time and
the Committee was overruled. We have since learned our
lesson. We agree this is the way it should be expressed,
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so what you have ruled is what we would support.
HEADY
I did not have an opportunity to consult
with the Policy Committee before making t h e decision.
I
am glad to hear that they agreed this time.
DARLING
HEADY

Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Darling.

Di s cussion
DARLING
I am tangled up in a procedural matter.
a bout
I think we have successfully met for a good number of
Referendum
hours and debated all of the issues except the Cambodia
issue and I would like to see the faculty have an opportunity to debate this before the Faculty and at the same
time I would like to request~ referendum.
I would not
like this to be a strategy to take this away from t h e
basic issues.
I am afraid what has happened in the past
few weeks, the past few days, has really focused t h e public attention away from the Cambodia war and on the
campuses of this country and I think that's a tragic
event. I would like to have this debated with a referendum taken at a later date.
HEADY
I have been trying to get some clarification
from the Secretary about what the rules of the Faculty
permit by way of methods of getting faculty action, and
apparently the only approved method is for a matter to come
to a vote at the meeting of the Faculty, at which those
present participate.
COTTRELL May I speak to that, sir? That is on
matters of policy at the University and I think the Chair
has already ruled that this would be inappropriate here.
This would be the sense of the Faculty and I see no reason
Wh Y if
' the Faculty so chooses, they could not ask for a
referendum •
HEADY
I think if it were put on the basis of a
referendum or statement of relative propo~tions of the
Faculty, that fall in the three categories, that we could
Probably do it. But that is a different form than resolut
·
. ions
are normally ' presented, or tha}' this one was originally presented, and I think it c~ea~ly would have to be
~~tin that form.
If this Faculty wants to move toward
at kind of a referendum of the whole Faculty rath er than
a Vote at this faculty meeting, then I think that would
be appropriate,
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HOYT
Mr. Chairman, I would like to speak on the
main motion and to offer a substitute motion.
Is that in
order at the present time?
HEADY

Yes, I be1leve it would be.

HUBER

Point of order, Mr. President.

HEADY

Professor Huber.

HUBER
This resolution that was made last Saturday
and laid on the table has not been taken off the table.
It must be voted off the table.
If you wish I will so
quote
COTTRELL

Point of order.

HEADY

I will have to get some clarification.

HUBER

It was~aid on the table and if you wish

HEADY

Just a moment , Mr. Huber .

HUBER

Regardless of --

HEADY
Just a moment.
I was not at the Faculty
meeting at the time this action was taken .
I was informed
that the action of the Faculty on Saturday was to table this
motion to be taken up as the first order of business at the
meeting which we are now conducting.
I will ask the Secretary if that is so, and if that is so then it seems to me
we are properly considering the motion at this time and not
the motion to take it off the table .
DURRIE
The wording I had was not 11 tabled. bue'postponea:' It was postponed definitely. That is, to the next
meeting.
1

(Applause.)
HEADY
The next meeting, scheduled at that time,
is this meeting. There has been an intervening meeting and
that was a single subject so I would rule this
· motion
·
·
is
now properly before us.
'
HOYT
Mr. President, I would like -- I like Proh:ss~r Darling ' s motion very much, and I was very glad that
finally - - that he was able to propose it before that
meeting broke up the other night because, otherwise, the
f

Substitute Motion by Professor Hoyt re
Opposition to
President 1 s
Extension of
Indochina war
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meeting would have been a very disappointing meeting. But
I think he really brought us back to the central question.
I would like to offer a substitute motion because I would
like to strengthen Professor Darling's motion a little
bit, and this is my substitute motion.
It is the sense of the Faculty of the University of
New Mexico that we are opposed to President Nixon's continuation and extension of the Indochina war. We believe that
war to be illegal, immoral, and unjust.
It is creating
havoc, not only in the Far East, but in every state of this
nation. Ending the war is the most urgent business before
the youpg people of this country and before the universities,
which are concerned with their future. We pledge ourselves
to search with students for practical, constructive, and
non-violent action calculated to bring a reversal of the
present disastrous war policy.
President Heady is requested to send copies of this
resolution as an official expression of Faculty opinion to
President Nixon, to Governor Cargo, to New Mexico's Congressional delegation, and to the presiden1:$of all the
accredited universities and colleges in the United States.
(There were several seconds.)
HEADY
You have heard this as a substitute motion
and it has been seconded.
I think it is an appropriate
substitute motion.
Is there debate on the substitute
motion?
PROFESSOR MAC CURDY
HEADY

Mr. President.

Professor MacCurdy.

MAC CURDY
I would like -- MacCurdy of Modern Language Department.
I would like Professor Darling's original
resolution because it expresses my personal conviction very
Well , I like the substitute motion for the same reason.
~t e~presses my personal convictions very well. However,
think that Professor Koschmann is absolutely correct,
that we, as a University Faculty, do not have the r i g ~
to express to commit the entire University faculty ~ that ls
not
d irectly
·
· k
related to the educational processes. /\ I t h in
.
lt Would be perfectly in order if we said that we, the
Undersigned members of the faculty of the University of
ew Mexico, would like to express the sentiments stated in
the substitute motion. That would be perfectly in order.
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(Applause.)
HEADY
I am not sure whether we are using one mike
pro and one con, but on the theory that we might be, at least,
I will call on Professor Karni next.
PROFESSOR KARNI
Mr. Chairman, I agree in substance
with the motion of Mr. Darling, and I certainly agree with
Professor Hoyt.
However, I must take very strong exception
to the statement that Professor Darling made earlier, that
eyery issue on the foreign policy of this country, except
Cambodia, has been discussed and agreed or sensed by this
faculty. This country is losing its sphere of influence
in Europe. This country is losing its influence in the
Mediterranean. We gave up like mice and we ran from Libya.
Our Air Force base in Libya was given away.
Russia is
moving into the Middle East. What are we doing about
that? Do we have any opinion about this? I am not a
political science professor, but I have enough intelligence, human intelligence to recognize this is not the
only issue before us.
As long as we are going on record individually by
signatures, or otherwise, we must express ourselves on the
Middle East and Mediterranean as well.
(Applause.)
HEADY

Mr. Huber.

HUBER
Mr . Chairman, I speak in opposition to the
motion on constitutional grounds . Mr. Koschmann, as far
~s I am concerned, is one hundred percent correct in his
interpretation of the constitution.
I certainly disagreed
with the ruling of the chair. This is not a matter that
should bind an official body that is part of the governing
body of this institution in academic student matters . I
do not see how you can conceivably extend it to the written constitution, which you people voted and which the
Regents have approved,
cover this sort of thing which
wou1a result in my being a party to it regardless of whether
I" was r eported as a number of eit
. h er a II yes II voe
t
or a
no" vote or an abstention .

~Ji

I personally have read, have thought, have conside~ed, I have communicated with students, with faculty, and
Wlth other friends on this matter.
I have my own views with
regard to this national crisis .
I have also communicated
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personally as a citizen on my own statio~ry and without
release to any newspaper or to any other media, my feelings
to the President of the United States. I would suggest that
each of you, rather than try to push something through that
is outside the hands of the Faculty and the Constitution of
this Faculty, do likewise. Talk, think, consider, and
communicate to your representatives, as individuals.
(Applause.)
Furthermore, I want it reported that if this vote
is taken, I want a roll call by name and I want my name
on the side of the ledger that I vote as Bill Huber, not
as a member of this Faculty, voting on the constitution.
(Applause.)
HEADY

Professor Murphy .

I have given a copy of this statePROFESSOR MURPHY
ment to the chair prior to the meeting.
I should like to
make it public now.
r

Over the last seve~al days we have debated and advocated many things, and as a member of the Faculty I
ha~e felt an obligation to listen and to participate.
FJ.nally , whether I 1D re.agreed or disagreed, I have felt
bound by the decisions of the Faculty and the University
in matters of academic and general University policy. All
this is part of our function.
When it comes to matters of domestic national policy
and foreign policy, however, I think it is presumpti~ of
the Faculty to debate and vote in formal meeting on such
matters. Furthermore, r consider this to be an affront to
my prerogatives as a private citizen. No one speaks for
me in such matters except indirectly through duly constit~ted channels of representative government. The registration of my approval or disapproval is a matter solely of
my own person and conscience.
I delegate this to no one
an~ I resent most strongly this attempted invasion of my
Privacy . Therefore, r will not vote one way or the other
on this issue and I wish t~ f'l.Bke my statement a matter
~f pub lie record , that w~nioveP-.> vote ~ s taken, this bod Y
oes not represent me nor speak for me in any way, whatso~ver, on this or any other issue of national domestic policy or foreign policy.
HEADY

Professor E. Spolsky.
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PROFESSOR E. SPOLSKY
I would like to ask Professor
Koschmann whether he thinks the closing of the University
last week and the subsequent disorders had anything to do
with the academic function of the University. Where is he?
If you think it does, which I presume you do, which is
rather a rhetorical question, I think you must concede
that -- did you want to answer now? I think, then, that
you will concede that because of the closing of the University was not the minor spring fever on the part of the
-- of some of the students but was the direct result of
foreign policy and that what followed after that, and
thereafter, I disagree with you, Professor Karni, if we
make this statement we must make statements about the
Middle East and other parts of the world. We are not
making foreign policy statements. We are claiming because of foreign policy, disruption in the campus and
disruption of the citizens of the campus and did touch
on us and certainly concerns us and completely is the
distinction to separate the fact that it is foreign policy
because we are not isolated in the world anymore.
HEADY
You have been asked a question, Professor
Koschmann, rhetorical or otherwise, I am not sure.
I
must point out that you have one more opportunity to
appear, so if you want to close it now -KOSCHMANN
If this is to be taken about an appearance, let me say this :
In line with my previous statement
I would consider that I will not debate on this issue.
The point that I -- you first asked me do I think that
the -- it was a little hard to follow all of it.
E. SPOLSKY
Closing of the University had anything to do with academic pursuits.
.
KOSCHMANN
I guess I would agree with that rhetorical question, that is "yes".
I think the point I would
actually ask this faculty to consider is do you think in
three or four hours that the complex issue s involved in
this can be remotely debated, that this could be anything
more than the matter of some people saying this is what I
believe, which is what they believed to start, and somebody else saying, "This is what I believe. 11 If someone
wants a real honest debate on Vietnam, this will take
hours. This will take days · this is not a simple issue,
a ~ d to essentially say that ' we will be here forty-five
·
minutes with a restriction here that this faculty discusses this and then comes up with an official statement,
1 forget the wording of the substitute motion, but it did
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say this was essentially official and I believe that when
we take an official vote, a vote is a matter to end debate
and, if anything, if you want to debate, keep the debate
open. Don't tell the students the question is ended. Don't
tell the students there is only one side to that issue; you
make there is only one side, and if that's your way of
teaching the students, that that is right, don't look at
the other issue and tell the free university to debate it.
The Faculty has made up its mind already. Excuse me.
(Applause.)
HEADY

Professor Merkx.

PROFESSOR MERKX
I have a feeling of deja vu going
through this debate again.
Let me say this is not the only
faculty or only body that's had this same procedural argument. I have gone through this argument of the American
Psychological Association, at meetings of the American
Historical Association, at meetings of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, meetings of the
Latin American Studies Association.
In every case there
were people saying this is a terribly important thing, and
even though the professional associations shall not be constituted for the purpose of making political or national
policy statements, in this debate of the war in southeast
Asia we must speak out and the other side saying these
associations or groups had no business taking positions
0 ~ these kinds of issues, and in some of these organizat~ons the policy statement was made and other organizations the decision not to make a policy statement won.
:~tit's gone both ways. Those are just four organizaions whose conventions I have attended and I know this
has gone on in association after association.
I want to make two kinds of comments about this
point. One is the point made in the debate, Sociological
Association, by Franz Adler of the University of California
at Los Angeles -- or rather, he is not Los Angeles State
College, but Adler is a distinguished older sociological
Pro~essor and has been teaching since 1933 and he stood
up in front of a meeting with his hands shaking and he was
:bsolutely vibrating , he was so nervous, and he said, "I
ave been through this once before . " He said, "We had the
same arguments with the professional associations in
Germany in 1933 1932 and by and large we refused to make
a
'
,
stand then.
r urge you to make a stand now." Then he
Went
.
on to say that he felt that he was for the second time
in his life in a ship that was sinking, and that the
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passengers had been holding meetings and that they had
been told some of the people were telling them that while
they could speak to the captain as individuals, passenger s as a group had no right to go to the captain and ask
him to change the course.
Now that's one point.
I think that this really is a time of national
crisis and that even though we don't usually do these
things, maybe at this time in our history we must speak
out simply because we must use every possible avenue for
expression.
The second point is simply that the world has
changed a great deal and that this change has af fected
not only the professional disciplines but also the universities.
I would be -- I would not belabor this point, but
I simply want to say from my discipline, sociology has
been terribly affected by the fact that it was out of touch,
inte llectually, with some very important issues that pertain to it, specifically sociology missed the lack of
reso lution with no rights that the civil rights explosion
was coming when it did.
It completely missed poverty, so
as a result of this, sociologists were writing books about
the matter of influence without realizing poverty had not
been eradicated and sociology missed the logical view that
was placed in the sixties and in each of these cases the
~isc ipline was forced by external pressure to consider
issues which at one time it thought were intellectually
on the pall.
Some people like Crebright knows, who were
Writ ing books on this subject before they were popular.
~n retrospect we find few articles relevant because these
issues now appear to us to be current, but I am not so sure
now having taken a stand on this, would really look as
Poli tical as it looks to us today.
(Applause. )
HEADY

Professor Meier.

PROFESSOR MEIER
I wish to also speak in support
of the substitute resolution and address myself to the
argument that this resolution is simply not relevant to
academic matters of which this Faculty is com _etent to
dea l. I would argue that this resolution is perhaps the
most relevant thing that's occurred in this faculty to
the educational process and to the University, even more
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in action on grades and other things that we have been
considering in the last few days.
I personally feel that
until this war, this disa~rous war is ended, there will
be no peace, no peace
,.....universiti~es of this country .

50

Jn

(Applause.)
There are many other problems that are facing the
niversities in terms of educational reform.
I think that
ost, if not all, of these, can be resolved, but none of
t hem can be resolve~and universities arE;_Jeeling the pinch
f rom at least a half dozen different sides if these ba s ic
.
•
GVl-e.
I\
views facing the students ~ not confronted by the educat ional institutions themselves.
HEADY

Would you identify yourself?

JERRY HOFFMAN
Jerry Hoffman, law school. I wouldn' t
Approval of
suggest that we ought to cut off debate on this subj e ct.
Having Re fer nI think it's one that we all have a duty to debate. On
dum Vote on
the other hand, I agree with Professor Koschmann, Mr. Hub er, Hoy~ Subs · ut
and those that have spoken in this vein, that this is the
Motion
type of thing in which the minority, whether I am in th e
minority or whether ram not, must not be swallowed up in
the majority vote.
Therefore, I move the following amendment to the substitute motion: The final vote on this
r esolution was taken by mail ballot. This mail ballot
showed blank members of the faculty for, blank members of
the faculty against, and blank members of the faculty
un~ecided. The blanks, of course, to be filled in by this
mail ballot.
HEADY
Wou1d you read it again, Mr. Hoffman? I
th ink the secretary might need it, and the rest of us, too.
HOFFMAN
by mail ballot.
the faculty for
bl
,
ank members of

The final vote on this resolution was taken
This mail ballot showed blank members of
blank members of the faculty against, and
the faculty undecided.

HEADY
All right.
sub s t·itute motion.

This is an amendment to the

HOYT
Mr. President, if that amendment is in order
1 have no objection to it and I would accept it.
I would
~ccept it except for the word "undecided" should be
abstained".
rs that all right with the maker of the
Otion?
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HOFFMAN

Yes, it is.

HEADY
All right. The third category would be
"abstained".
I have been discussing this possibility
earlier . I said that althougP I didn't think that a
usua l type resolution of the Faculty could be voted on
excep t in accordance with our rules, that if the Faculty
wants to authorize what I would regard as a referendum
essentially, and submit it to a vote of the Faculty,
I would rule that is in order and that is what this
amendment, if adopted, would do. Now is there -- I must
remind you that we started this debate at about four
o'clock, so that at four forty-five we will not debate
this general subject any longer and at this point I will
put whatever motions are pending, without further debate,
for your action.
Debate now is on the amendment.
(There were several seconds.)
HOYT

t£A~e-oA

I accepted the

A

the seconder, )Iv,~~-

HEADY
All right. Amendment has now been incorporated as a part of the substitute motion and which will
continue debate on the substitute motion with this langu~ge included. Professor Drummond.
PROFESSOR DRUMMOND
I think Mr. Solomon is next.
I think he's been over there longer than I have here. I
came over here because there was a shorter line.
HEADY
from him yet.

If he has, I am surprised I haven't heard

PROFESSOR SOLOMON
You will.
I, too, would oppose
the ruling of the leader and he has been lately in the
legislature within the constitution that we have a right
to raise and I would submit that the Cambodian war is a
ma~ter of faculty welfare with approximately -- with the
Priority of dedicating approximately eighty billion dollars
a Year to the military section from the economy, which
approximately forty billion dollars goes for the support,
.a.re or less -- I don, t know these figures -- of the Indocn:ua
war.
In
t
Its effect is being felt on thi·s campus.
he name of burning inflation, post doctoral fellowships
ar~ being reduced and educational help is being reduced.
This is
· of concern
It's being felt by every one o f us.
I th·
.
ink these are matters which we should consider.
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By the way, my associates in Washington tell me we
will get in fiscal '73, which you know begins in July of
'72, just three or four months before the election.
HEADY

Professor Drummond.

DRUMMOND
I would like to make first this sort of
a point of personal privilege. My position on Cambodia.
I really think that the two statements before us, the one
by Mr. Darling and the one by Mr. Hoyt, I would be glad
to support in whatever way it is wise and prudent for me
to support them.
I think we should not be there as a
people. I think our soldiers should not be there.
I
think the President has erred.
I think all those kinds of
things.
At the same time it seems to me that in the interest
of enabling all of us an opportunity to do what we please,
I recommend that Mr. Hoyt and Mr. Darling get together
and agree on the wording that they would like to submit to
us and then that it be submitted to us through campus mail
for signatures and all of those who wish to sign it, do
so.
(Applause . )
HEADY
Since the time is very limited I am going
to recognize anyone first who has not spoken on the motion and I am not sure whether you have or not, Professor
Howarth.
HOWARTH
The only thing that happens to me at
:aculty meetings is that I change my mind.
I came in feeling that this resolution was a very important one and it
was a way in which the University community was getting
back to the real issues rather than being diverted on
matters of local unimportance of the last few days. Then
1 remembered -- I read Professor Koschmann's statement
and I find myself in wholehearted agreement with him.
I then listened to the President's wise and ju.
ruling and I felt this was af.so something I could
~gree with, also wholeheartedly~ e>bviously a little
inconsistent in this whole thing. A

a·icial
.

HEADY

He doesn't have any moral fiber at all!

(Laughter.)
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I listened to a number of speakers since and I find
myself either in agreement or in sympathy with their statements, and if Mr. Huber, for instance, doesn't wish to be
associated with this kind of statement from the Faculty and
wishes us to write, that seems to be rather foolish and
ineffective way of political action. But this is his
choice. I feel that the most important thing in Professor
Koschmann's statement is the urgency of keeping t h is debate on and open and after all these mind changes, I have
come to the conclusion that we can perhaps do this and
also act on this resolution, provided that, as I think it
is nothing less than an amendment, a statement to v ote
numerically.
I think that we can make a statement which
is in the nature of saying to the President and to everyone else, "This is where we stand." I don't think this
does cut off debate.
I think we can go on debati ng and
I think it's very important that we do so.
In terms of the motion itself, and Professor Hoyt's
statement, I agree with absolutely one hundred percent and
I intend to vote for this resolution.
HEADY
I am going to call on Professor Dickey, if
he wants to talk, because he hasn't spoken yet, and both
0 ~ you have and I might also point out in about three
minutes, according to the rule, we will vote on the substitute motion and if it does not carry we will go on.
PROFESSOR DICKEY
One of the things that has not
been talked about a great deal was wrong with the University community and it should be leaders not followers.
They are asking us to follow them.
If we follow them,
we Will follow them
we ought to have an expression that
th is is what we stand
.
for, if we are even going to pretend
to be community leaders as an organization. Therefore, I
certainly would like a referendum from the University for
the guidance of people who wi sh to follow it or do not.
HOYT
HEADY

Point of order, Mr. President.
Yes.

HOYT
ram only offering this as a suggestion
~ecause I completely accept whatever ruling you make on
i~, but I believer have not spoken on the motion.
I
simply made the substitute motion.
HEADY

All right.

You have about one minute, Mr.
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Hoyt.
HOYT
Mr. President, I think the argument has been
made that it is not related to institutional aims, but it
certainly is.
Since it is the foremost concern of our
youth, the minority are not being s wallowed up since we
have a vote against and a vote may be recorde~ if anyone
thinks we are going to close debate on this issue I don't
know where he gets that idea. What we want to do is contribute to the debate, not close the debate.
I also think
it is not enough for individuals to sign as individuals
and effect a petition to the President. We want to take
a stand as a Faculty. But, naturally, no one is committed
who records his vote against it.
MERKX

Mr. President

HEADY
I think we started at about four o'clock,
so I will -- I will use that clock back there to stop
debate at a quarter to five and I will recognize people
who have not yet spoken and -MERKX

Point of order, Mr. President.

HEADY

Yes.

MERKX
I would like to, as a member of the house,
request the following:
I think the mot ion with the amendment incorporated in it does have two parts. One is the
sense of the meeting today and the second is the referendum. I would like to ask that we vote on them separately.
It may be that the people who want to vote against it in
the meeting, but who would accept a referendum, so I would
ask the chair to separate the two parts, the sense of the
meeting today and the referendum.
HEADY
I cannot do that with the situation as is
because the substitute motion now includes this amendment
about the form of the vote. It was accepted by the maker
of the substitute motion.
MERKX
Mayr ask -- well, in that case what I would
1~ke to do, I should think the house wou ld like to have the
right, whether it wants to, may I appear your ruling, and
then if your ruling is overturned, we are straight.
HEADY
I guess you can appeal the ruling.
I don't
see What basis there would be for getting it overturned on
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logical grounds, but if you want to do that
MERKX

Maybe it would be best to so move.

HEADY

It can be split, but the motion, as it

MERKX

In this case --

stands

HEADY

is a single motion.

MERKX
In that case let me simp ly move that we di vide the question; move that we divide the que stion.
HEADY

Is there a second?

(There were several seconds. )
HEADY
It's been moved and seconded that we -- this
I would gather is an amendment to the substitute motion in
the nature of an amendment, so if it is passed, we would
vote on the two segments of the substitu te motion to sever.
Now I think -- I think I must say that aside from any
moti ons to be made that we will not have any more debate
and we will do it in this order: First vote on Mr . Merkx's
motion, which is in the nature of an amendment, to divide
the question. After that has been determined we will then
vote on the substitute motion in either one or two parts,
and if necessary we go back to the main motion, which was
Mr . Darling's motion.
VICE .PRESIDENT SMITH
Point of order, Mr . President.
Please clarify what this division means .
HEADY
As I would understand it, if we divide the
V~te and the vote is "yes" on the second part of the divided vote, we would submit the first part to the entire
f
acuity, no matter what the vote might be of the group
assembled here. so if you divide the vote and both parts
Pass, we would have a reported vote of the people here and
We
.
would also have a reported vote in a referendum of the
Whole faculty submitted to them.
TRAVELSTEAD
Point of clarification.
It seems to
me the vote on the second part of that, namely whether this
-- Whether we wish to submit it to referendum, would be
much better before we vote on the first because there are
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many who would vote against the first part if they -- if
it does not include the second part, and I think it would
confuse the vote. We ought to have the second part first.
HEADY
It seems to me to be a very legitimate way
to take the divided vote.
TRAVELSTEAD
And the referendum part first because
that determLnes what we want to do with the rest of the
issues.
HEADY

I think I will rule that that would seem to
be an appropriate way, and take a divided vote.
HOYT
HEADY

Point of further clarification, Mr. President.
We need it, so go ahead.

HOYT
If we divide the question and if we vote for
the referendum, the whole thing, the referendum which would
be submitted would include the first paragraph, which is
the sense of the Faculty.
HEADY
Surely that's
that is what would be submit ted for the referendum vote.
All right, we are now ready to vote on Mr. Merkx 's
motion, which would divide, which would give us a divided vote with the understanding that if it passes we will
take up the referendum part of the vote first. Mr. Logan.
LOGAN
The referendum does not include the position
that I would be like to be in, which is that I refuse to
have a vote recorded in any of those categories.
(Applause. )
HEADY
You understand the categories are now for,
agains t, and abstain?
LOGAN
Abstain is not the same as saying I refuse
to have my vote recorded.
HEADY
All right. we will now vote on the Merkx
amend ment. Those in favor please say " aye;
" oppose d , "no" ·
1 think we better have a show of hands. Let's try the
hands without counting them. Those in favor of the Merkx
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amendment, please raise your hands.
motion is carried.

Those opposed.

The

Now we will vote on the -- what is in effect the
referendum part of this proposition.
If this passes, a
vote to be taken on the Hoyt substitute or the Darling motion, whichever we end up with, would be a referendum
vote of the whole faculty.
If it does not pass, we would
proceed to see what you want to do with the motion here
at this point.
PROFESSOR RILEY
Point of order. I wonder if we
could have-~ would it be acceptable for the sponsors of
this motion, Mr. Hoyt and his seconder, to include language
that would satisfy Professor Logan: Abstain or refuse to
have~ ~ /u!~ ~ '?
HEADY
I would assume that any ballot that doesn't
come back means it either got lost in the mail or
RILEY
No, I disagree, sir. I sympathize with Professor Logan's view, but I think someone should have -- I
think they should have a point of view, which might be recorded, and I would ask that if this is permissible -HEADY

Well, not unless the maker of the motion

RILEY

May I ask Mr. Hoyt?

HOYT
referendum.

No, I think we simply vote against the

HEADY
There will be some white space on the
Paper, I presume, for people to make any comments that they
wish . We will now vote on the referendum provision.
I
think you all understand. Those in favor please say
11
"
aye;
opposed "no". That motion is carried.
Now as I interpret that, that means that
let's
see -- let me state my interpretation. Mr. Merkx , you can
tell me if I am right.
We now vote on the first part of this, but I am not
sure just what significance that vote has at this point.
~ would be glad to have clarification from vou as to your
interpretation and see if I agree with it 6r not.
MERKX

My understanding of the situation is that we
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now vote on the Hoyt amendment, as originally presented,
or the Hoyt substitute motion.
On the substitute motion? And if that passes,
HEADY
what -- that's what goes to the referendum?
MERKX

Yes.

HEADY

Okay.

Correct.
I think that is my interpretation.

TRAVELSTEAD
Point of order: That does not mean,
however, that that is the sense of this official body today,
does it?
HEADY
No.
It means that -- as I understand it,
we are now going to choose between the Hoyt language, which
is the substitute motion language, and the Darling language,
or submit it to referendum. That is not what you meant?
MERKX
My understanding of the Hoyt motion was
that that would put the people at this meeting on record
as voting a certain way.
(There was a calling of no.)
It does not put the entire faculty on record, but
becomes the sense of the meeting. The points here that
we have debated and the resultant debate and chosen -(There was a general outbreak of commotion and yelling
of "no".)
TRAVELSTEAD
Mr. Chairman, am I interrupting you?
I have a suggestion. My personal feeling -HEADY
We have a parliamentarian that just came in
in the nick of time.
TRAVELSTEAD.
My personal feeling about this, and
~hat seems to be the feeling of many people in this group,
ls that they do not wish at this time as a body, for reasons
that I think have been said a number of times in -- in the
f'1 rst place, we have less than a third of the faculty here
and for reasons we would like six hundred to respond to
this and in addition the constitutional and other connotations about this and I think -- that would cause me not
to say, in fact r will not vote on that as a part of this
body but I will' sign the referendum later, including all
the statements on both of those suggestions.
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MERKX
Perhaps there's -- Mr . Chairman, perhaps
there's a compromise ~ n ~ ~ h e thing is I would like
to vote for Mr. Hoyt' ~ 1 1 u 1 t . , not simply vote that we
submit that language. ~In other words, I came to the meeting so that I could express myself on this issue, but perhaps we could make it clear in the wording of that amendment that -- that this is not speaking -- that this
assembly -- simply is the sense of the meeting and not
the sense of the Faculty, that the ~vision of the
meeting on that amendment wa s such-and-such and not trying to commit people who are not here at t he meeting at
all. It's simply a vote for that resolution.
HEADY
I find myself in a real dilemma, but I
think I am going to rule, and I am trying to judge the
sense of what I interpret mos t of these votes, t h at when
we decided that we were going to convert this into a
referendum, that that's mainly what we want to accomplish,~
is;to give all members of the faculty an opportunity to
vote in one of these categories.
(Applause. )
MERKX

Mr . Chairman

HEADY
The thing to do at this point is to decide
whether we want to do it, using the language of Mr . Hoyt's
motion, which was a substitute motion, or the Darling resolution, which is what we started with.
PROFESSOR VAN GRABER
HEADY

Mr. Chairman.

M~ Van Graber.

VAN GRABER
I don't mean to b ~ difficult, but
I am becoming extremely frustrated and I am sure you are,
too.
HEADY

So am I.

VAN GRABER
we have a motion on the floor.
Now
~hether we like that motion or whether we were~debating
it or not is irrelevant at this point. The motion is
Whether or not in the sense of the Faculty we accept Mr .
H~yt's substitute motion. The referendum, since we divided the question and we voted to do so, is no longer tied
to that. We have already agreed to send Mr . Hoyt 's
resolution to the faculty for referendum.
Now the decision
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before the house is do we or do we not support Mr. Hoyt's
Mr. Hoyt's motion as we are here. Now I sympathiz e with
the fact that some people don't want to vote on this, but
if they didn't want a vote they should have appealed your
decision initially .
I am afraid it would stop the vote now .
We vote on it or buy all t h e rules we stand by and it's all
right with me so long as we make up our minds wha t we are
going to do.
HEADY
I will take that advice.
I will take the
advice of the parliamentarian instead of a faculty member,
and I will have to point out my earlier ruling that whether
we v ote here or hold a referendum, if we are going to vote
on this kind of issue, it will be those that want to vote
for, against, and abstaining, so we will have those three
categories of recorded votes.
PROFESSOR LOFTFIELD
Again a point of clarification:
The original resolution included transmission to a number
of universities, presidents, and so forth, of the results
of his proposal. When we are talking about this relatively smaller group, I think we can discuss a sense of the
Faculty without indicating what is going to happen later
on and I would suggest, or request, a ruling from the chair
that whatever happens on this vote not be regarded as the
basis for transmission of information that Mr. Hoyt's original substitute motion included.
HEADY
I would interpret this, if we have -- whether
we have one or two sets of votes to record, I would wait
and report both of them, if there are two, to the people
that are mentioned in the resolution. Mr. Smith.
Ho yt 1 s Substi SMITH
We seem to have drifted into a situation
t u te Motion
of which I suspect most of the members present were not
Tabled
aware as we drifted. our parliamentarian has told us that
we have a motion~ which we have to dispose. You, sir,
I believe, have told us that we have voted to send the
substance of Professor Hoyt's motion to the faculty for referendum. The only thing we have left before us, then, as
I Understand it, is the motion, the question whether this
body as now constituted, votes on Professor Hoyt's motion
today. I fully subscribe to the sense of what he says.
I Would prefer a petition.
I think the referendum is
altogether "'acceptable. But, I think the vote here and
now Under these conditions is not, because what will c ome
of it is to express the faculty opinion one day , by a
~elative minority of the faculty, which will be reported
in the press and later a report that the faculty voted by
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referendum, and may or may not come up with the same
conclusion.
Mr. President, I, therefore, move to table Professor Hoyt's motion.
(There were several seconds. )
HEADY
Moved that the motion be tabled.
tion is in order,
It is not debatable.
HOYT

That mo-

Point of order

PROFESSOR B. SPOLSKY

Could we have the parliamen-

tarian
HEADY
I said earlier when time was running out
that I was going to try not to debate further, but to act
on moti ons before us.
Now a motion to table is not a
debatable motion, and I think since we have already gone
fifteen minutes beyond that a motion to table made at any
point along the way until we have disposed of this whole
matter is in order. The motion to table has been made and
seconded.
HOYT
Mr. President, point of order. Point of
clarification.
I really have to insist on this.
It's my
understand ing that the faculty has already decided to send
my substitute motion to a referendum. Am I correct?
HEADY
I am not sure whether you are absolutely
correct, but I will so rule.
HOYT
Then up to this point, Mr. President, my motion calls for a vote of the faculty on that substitute -on that language, it will be sent to the President and all
0 ~ these other people only if it is passed, and only then
wi11 it go to these people as an official expression of
f acu1 ty opinion.
.
"no".)
(The re were many ca 11 ing

HOYT
Wait a minute .
I think I will satisfy you.
If it
· does not pass, it is not a resolution
·
·
adopted by this
faculty, but any number of the faculty is at liberty to
make Use of it in any way for debate purposes. It's a
referendum, but it is not a resolution of this faculty
Unless i. t is
. passed.
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SMITH

That is right.

(There was a general calling of "no".)
HEADY
It is a referendum.
only if it comes out one way ?

You want it reported

(Applause.)
HOYT
No. No.
I am simply stating what I consider
to be the law, that it is not a resolution of this faculty
unless it is passed at the referendum.
I am not saying
that it may not be given to the Albuquerque Journal and
anyone can make use of the vote as he sees fit.
But it
is not a resolution of the faculty unless it passes. That
is simply the situation with respect to any resol u tion of
this faculty.
SMITH

Mr. Chairman --

HEADY
I have to remind you of something that was
said very early, and it's included in the Darling resolution, and I thought was in yours, Professor Hoyt, which
says it is the sense of the faculty such-and-such , rather
than resolved such-and-such.
FACULTY MEMBER
HOYT
is n 0 t

If i t fails --

If the resolution doesn't pass

FACULTY MEMBER

-- then the sense of the faculty

•

HEADY
Okay, I am convinced. Other people can send
it in if he wants to and others would not be expected to do
so. We are now going to vote on the motion to table.
HOYT

Mr. President --

FACULTY MEMBER

Point of order.

HOYT
You cannot table a motion that has already
been adopted.
PROFESSOR DOVE

Mr . Chairman, Mr. Chairman

HEADY
The motion now, as I understand it, is to
table -- is to table the Hoyt motion in the sense that if
a tabling motion passes, there will not be a vote today by
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this body in the categories for, against, and abstain,
but we will have a referendum of the entire faculty on
the Hoyt motion. That is what my understanding of the
motion to table -- this motion to table is. The parliamentarian says it is time to call for the vote and I am
going to follow her advice again. Those in favor of the
DOVE
I am going to be for the record, calling for
a vote at this tine.
MERKX

Mr. Chairman, may I make one point of

clarification?
HEADY

No.

HUBER

No.

No, you cannot.

(Various people were calling "No, you cannot.")
HEADY
I am not going to recognize anybody else
now. We will vote on the motion to table. Those in favor
please say "aye"; opposed "no ". The motion is carried.
PROFESSOR WILDIN
(Professor Wildin was speaking
but with the commotion and all the noise going on the
Reporter was unable to hear any of it.)
HEADY
Would you wait just a second? There is one
other thing that I think perhaps we should put to a vote,
and that is the Hoyt resolution that was proposed as a substitute for the Darling resolution, and I would like to
find out whether the group here prefers to use the language
for the referendum that has been authorized or the Darling
language, and although I know that the parliamentarian -that parliamentarily we are all fouled up at this point,
I would just like to ask for a vote of those who favor the
language of the Hoyt resolution and those that favor that
Please say II aye"; opposed, "no". That has been adopted,
and that, I will interpret that as having replaced the
original motion with this substitute motion as a basis
for the referendum which will be going to the faculty.
Th at disposes
·
'
of this
matter.
WILDIN

Mr. Chairman, does the two-hour limit hold?

HEADY
The two-hour limit holds. This is a re gular
faculty meeting, I believe.
Unless there is a motion to
move from our normal two-hour limit.
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(Somebody moved to so extend. )
HEADY

It's been moved to extend.

KOSCHMANN
HEADY

Point of order, Mr . Chairman.

Is there a second to the motion?

(There were several seconds.)
KOSCHMA..NN
It would be -- the question is, is
Faculty meeting automatically adjourned at the end of
hours? If that is the case, we are past the time and
motion is completely out of order because the meeting
no longer in session.
COTTRELL

Point of order.

the
two
that
is

We started late .

HEADY
We will try to respond to this. The standing rule is that the faculty will adjourn this meeting two
hours after it has begun, unless at the -- at or near the
end of the two-hour period there is a motion that is
approved to extend the meeting. Now this meeting was
scheduled to start at three.
I know it did not start on
time. In fact, I think it started a little less than two
hours ago, probably, but I think it is close enough that
I will say that we are now at the point of adjournment,
unless there is a motion passed by this body to extend this
meeting.
Is there such a motion?
COTTRELL

I so move.

HEADY
It's been moved and seconded. Those in favor
of extending beyond the two-hour limit please say ''aye";
opposed "no". The motion is lost. The motion to adjourn
is in order.
PROFESSOR J. RHODES

I so move.

Adjournment, 5:07 p.m .
Respectfully su

Durrie,
Secretary
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A. H. Koschmann, Professor of Electrical Engineering
Point of Order, Request foe the Chair to declare as out of
order, official faculty action on a resolution concerning
recent actions of the President of the United States in
Cambodia

Under the Faculty Constitution , Sec. 2 Responsibilities, it states:
~The University Faculty shall have the right of review and final
action in regard to the following: ... 11 Nowhere in this list is
included thP. right of the faculty to formulate official faculty
. .
'
pos1t1on regarding national policies that do not directly ,P'ffect faculty
and students as members of this institution.
Precedent: Approximately two years ago I raised the same point of
order concerning several resolutions which had been submitted concerning national policies on the draft.
The President, in consultation
with the Policy Conunittee, ruled that matters related to the drafting
of students could be considered, but that matters related to draft
policy in general, were not in order.
In addition, I submit that the passage of such a resolution (or its
d<:!feat) will raise considerable confusion in the minds of the members
of the academic community as well as those outside as to the meaning
and authority of such actio.n . The faculty constitution implies that
official action of the University Faculty is ~indinq on the Faculty
ana students .
If this resolution is intended to be merely a statement of opinion
of the faculty members as of that date, such as might be gathered by
0 ..
pinion polls, then this should be made clear and the results should
:ea~resented in an appropriate fashion - so many in favor, so many
9 inst , so many not voting.

If the resolution is intended to state an official faculty opinion,
I submi· t that i t is an infringement on my academie
· free d om, i· f i· t
::a~s that I must accept that opinion as my own. At the very least
.is a form of intimidation for those who would advocate contrary
opinions , as it says that the fac ul ty has already judged that opinion
to b e wrong .
0

This
·
·
·
t an t ( an a
u. un iversity
is dedicated to open and free debate on impor
n~mportant) issues and it is clear that U.S. policy in Southeast
As1 ~ 18
·
'
.
a most important and burning issue on this campus and across
the co
.
.
. untry . Calling an official faculty vote on an issue is an
actio a
dd'1tiona
·
1
~ _esigned to end debate, not a measure to encourage a
consia
-.
.
eration and discussion of the matter .
I believe that it is

vital that stro g c1 couragcmc1 L be given to continue the most free
and ope d1scussion of le issues , not only among the
faculty but
also with ll e students .
For these reaeons, I request th t you rule as out of order, an
offic ial vote oft c niversity Faculty on the proposed resolution
concerning recc1 tac ·ions of the President of the United States
related Lo ca bo ia a d the conflict in Viet Nam .
I have no object·on to faculty debate on this issue, tho there is
doubt in my mind h L c en sc cral hours devoted to debate at a
meeting of several h ndr faculty members can give a fair hearing
to the co le.· issues in •o l ed .

cc: Cotrell, Policy Committee, Secretary of the University
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